GIVE YOUR BUS THE WATER
CAPACITY IT DESERVES!
Brothers Sean & Chad Mangold have been
RV’ing for over 20 years in remote locations
where hook-ups are not available. Over that
time, it was clear that there was no available
solution that solved the problem they had on
every trip – limited tank sizes. These limits
reduced their length of stay, limited use of their
RV’s amenities, and had them constantly
worrying about tank levels. After years of
development and testing, they solved the
problem and decided to share it with the RV
world.
“Our boondocking trips always forced us and
those around us to resort to water conservation
efforts that hindered our experience” says cofounder Sean Mangold. “We knew there was a
need for MAX-Tank systems each time we
would hear stories of RV’ers limiting their
shower time, kitchen sink usage, and even use
of the precious toilet because they did not have
enough on-board capacity to get through their
trip”.
In 2018, MAX-Tank became the first and only
provider of auxiliary water systems on the RV
market. Just days after launch, MAX-Tank
products were requested by a major distributor
and became available to the public, offering a
complete solution for any type of RV to expand
fresh and grey water capacity without any
modifications.
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Co-founder Chad Mangold adds “RV’ers are
consistently raising their expectations for
having all the amenities that they are used to at
home incorporated into their RV and be able to
use them to full-potential, even in remote
locations. Many of these amenities rely on fresh
& grey water supply and storage which can
quickly become depleted when staying in a
location without full hook-ups. We knew a
solution was needed”.
MAX-Tank auxiliary water systems are a great
solution for the bus conversion market due to
the unlimited possibilities of where to place it
and transport it. Whether kept in a
compartment like shown above, or in another
vehicle, the tanks can be easily filled and held in
reserve until the water is needed.
Many users on multi-stop trips will fill or empty
their MAX-Tank when they are at a location
with hook-ups, and then use it when they are at
their next location, which may not have hookups. The extra 50 gallons of capacity allows the
flexibility to adjust travel plans on the fly.
The ability to refill or empty a bus or RV without
having to move it is a gamechanger.
The water transfer process happens at the flip
of a switch on the included 12-volt pump, which
gets power from the 7-pin connection on any
vehicle.

All the system components like hoses and
connections are included, allowing for
freshwater filling or grey water extraction
depending on which system is used.

MAX-Tank utilizes high-density, UV stabilized
polyethylene tanks that feature robust
bulkheads and brass connections that have
been leak tested prior to shipment. The tanks
weigh 26 pounds when empty and can easily
withstand over 100 pounds of dispersed weight
directly on top, so other items can be packed
around them without worry of damage.

“We receive a lot of inquiries for unique
applications and custom uses. The overlanding
community and Sprinter van market has
exploded recently, and those folks also quickly
realize they need more water than their unit
can hold”.
For bus conversions, we know that there is a
wide variety of situations that MAX-Tank
systems are perfect for. From vintage school
buses that were designed without any tanks to
modern diesel pushers, MAX-Tanks fit into
unique spaces without having to make
modifications or worry about connecting
plumbing or electrical connections. The systems
can also be removed and easily stored when
they are not needed.

MAX-Tank systems are shipped UPS anywhere
in the U.S., typically arriving in just a few days.
They are ready to go right out of the box, with
no special tools needed.
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Visit our website to learn more about the
benefits of MAX-Tank systems, get
specifications and place your order before your
next trip.
If you need additional information or want to
talk about your specific application, email or
call us anytime at service@max-tank.com, or
call 866-MAX-Tank.

